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Abstract
In this work we present a preliminary study of the issues surrounding the development of Seach Engines for Grid
environments. We discuss the need for Grid Search Engines, that would enable the provision of a variety of Grid
information services, such as locating useful resources, learning about their capabilities, and expected conditions of
use. The Chapter highlights the main requirements for the design of Grid search engines and the research issues that
need to be addressed.

1 Introduction
The Grid is emerging as a wide-scale, distributed computing infrastructure that promises to support resource sharing and coordinated problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional Virtual Organisations [45]. In this dynamic
and geographically dispersed setting, Information Services are regarded as a vital component of the Grid infrastructure [35, 55]. Information Services address the challenging problems of the discovery and ongoing monitoring of the
existence and characteristics of resources, services, computations and other entities of value to the Grid. Ongoing
research and development efforts within the Grid community are considering protocols, models and API’s to provide
an information services infrastructure that would allow efficient resource discovery and provision of information about
those resources [35, 49, 55].
This research work is carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the European Commission (Contract IST-2002004265).
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However, the identification of interesting and useful (in the user’s context) information about the Grid can be a
difficult task in the presence of too many, frequently changing, highly heterogeneous, distributed, and geographically
spread resources. Equally difficult is the integration of information about different aspects of the Grid (hardware
resources, data and software, policies, best practices) in order to answer complex user queries. The provision of
information-services components, as currently envisaged by the Grid community, is a first step towards the efficient
use of distributed resources. Nevertheless, the scale of the envisaged Grids, with thousands (or millions) of nodes,
would also require well defined rules to classify the degree of relevance and interest of a given answer to a particular
user. If one draws on the experience from the World Wide Web (arguably, the world’s largest federated information
system), efficient searching for information and services in such an environment will have to be based on advanced,
sophisticated technologies that are automatic, continuous, can cope with dynamic changes, and embody a notion of
relevance to a user’s request. In the context of the WWW, this role is fulfilled by search engines [27].
The vision of this paper is that the technology developed as part of web search engine research, along with appropriate enhancements to cope with the increased complexity of the Grid, could be used to provide a powerful tool to
Grid users in discovering the most relevant resources to requests that they formulate. Thus, our primary objective is
to study issues pertaining to the development of search engines for the Grid. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 presents our vision for the functionality and role of Grid search engines. Section 3 surveys
Grid information sources, i.e., middleware components that manage Grid-related information. In Section 4 we examine efforts to deal with the lack of standards in encoding and representing information provided by Grid information
sources. Section 5 presents open problems that need to be addressed in order to build search engines for the Grid. We
conclude in Section 6.

2 Vision Statement and Scenarios of Use
The Grid comprises very large numbers of heterogeneous resources distributed across multiple administrative domains
(sites) and interconnected through an open network. Resources belonging to one administrative domain are usually
interconnected via a local network whose performance properties (bandwidth, latency) are substantially better than
those of the Internet. Coordinated sharing of resources spanning across multiple sites is made possible in the context
of Virtual Organizations [45]. A Virtual Organization provides its members with access to a set of central middleware
services that expose high-level functionalities, such as resource discovery, inquiry, and job submission. Through
those services, the VO offers some level of resource virtualization, exposing only high-level functionalities to Grid
application programmers and end-users. Additionally, the VO central services maintain and publish information about
resource capabilities, supported software, available files and data-sets, etc.
In Figure 1, we provide a graphical description of the basic aspects of a VO comprising five sites interconnected
via Internet. Each site makes available to the VO a range of hardware resources: supercomputers, homogeneous
and heterogeneous clusters, large databases, and special devices. In addition to hardware resources, VO sites may
contribute application software and services, files, and data archives. The establishment of the VO is supported by
Grid middleware that runs across all sites, allowing them to export service interfaces for local resource discovery and
inquiry, job submission, software invocation, file access, etc. Secure access to those service interfaces is guaranteed
by the Grid security infrastructure, which deals with issues such as authentication, authorization, and access control.
Grid users can request resources from and submit various types of jobs (e.g., workflows, parametric simulations) to the
Virtual Organization through its central services that provide portal-based access, resource brokerage, job submission,
monitoring and control.
The world-wide Grid can be considered as the collection of multiple Virtual Organizations. Different sites may
use different middleware platforms (e.g., Globus and UNICORE) in order to connect their resources to the Grid. A
site entering the Grid may “open” its resources to one or more VOs, with VO membership changing dynamically over
time.
In such a context, we consider a search engine for the Grid as a system that facilitates the provision of a wide
range of information services to Grid users, in a manner transparent to the particular characteristics of the underlying
middleware. A Grid search engine is not intended to act as substitute to existing Grid services for resource discovery,
resource inquiry or job submission on the Grid. Instead, it is expected to be a high-level entry point for users to locate
useful resources, learn about their capabilities, expected conditions of use and so on, provide a unified view of resource
information despite the existence of different middleware systems. This way, users can pinpoint an appropriate set of
Grid resources that can be employed to achieve their goals, before proceeding with staging and submitting their job or
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Figure 1: A view of the Grid architecture.
invoking a Grid service.
For example, a Grid search engine should be able to answer queries looking for information about:
(i) Hardware resources on the Grid, their attributes, and applicable policies of their use; for instance:
• Find an accessible Cray XT3 supercomputer with free secondary storage of at least 10 petabytes.
• Is there a VO providing exclusive access to a shared-memory multiprocessor system with at least 16 processors,
8 GB of main memory, and a usage charge of not more than 100 euros per CPU time?
• Find the access and pricing policies of a VO with Linux clusters with at least 64 dual-processor nodes connected
via Myrinet.
(ii) Application services, software, and data-sets; for instance:
• Find Grid sites providing access to the LAPACK software library.
• Locate bioinformatics workflows used in AIDS research.
• Find freely available brain images encoded in DICOM.
• Find services running Quantum Chromo-Dynamics calculations (QCD) using F90 and MPI.
• Provide a list of VOs that give access to data and information about landslides.
• List the capabilities of virtual reality Grid services provided by the Foundation of the Hellenic World.
• Find workflows and datasets used in the study of the thyroid disorder.
(iii) Hardware-software combinations, Grid usage and best-practices; for instance:
• Locate Grid sites that offer access to a LAPACK software library installed on a shared-memory multiprocessor
with 16 to 64 processors.
• Find the pricing and prior clientelle of Grid services that provide access to the XYZ workflow for real-time oil
refinery simulations.
• Locate Grid sites that participate to the International Lattice Data Grid and have Beowulf clusters.
CoreGRID TR-0009
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• Find Linux clusters with 32 to 64 dual-processor nodes on a 2-hour notice and have a documented reliability of
more than 95%.
• Locate clusters with installed LAPACK libraries and a high-speed network connection to GEANT of more than
36 MBps.
• Locate Lattice-Boltzman solvers adapted for blood-flow simulations on Linux clusters and approved by the
British Medical Association.
• List VOs for AIDS research that support advance reservation of resources with less than 1 hour notice and have
access to Institut Pasteur XYZ database.

3 Information Sources on the Grid
Currently, a variety of Grid-middleware components collect, store, and publish collections of information that can be
useful to Grid systems and users. These collections include:
• Information describing the capabilities, the operation, the status, the pricing, and the usage of hardware resources available on the Grid.
• Metadata about services deployed on the Grid, such as descriptions of functionality and interface, guidelines for
invocation, and policies of use.
• Metadata regarding data and software repositories deployed on the Grid, describing their organization, contents,
semantics, and relevant policies of access and use.
• Job management information regarding jobs deployed on Grids: their composition in terms of software or
service components, their mapping to hardware and networking resources, their cost, etc.
The Grid middleware components that maintain such information are characterized as Grid information and/or
monitoring services, although the boundaries between these two categories are not clearly defined. Typically, a Grid
information service (GIS) is a core component of a Virtual Organization, designed to collect and provide information
that is essential to the operation of the VO’s infrastructure. GIS’s maintain a variety of information, such as static
representations of Grid-resource characteristics; descriptions of existing services, software, applicable policies, and
user accounts; and dynamic representations of resource status, performance, and availability. This information is
stored under a common data model and is made available to other sub-systems and end-users through a common
protocol and API [34, 35, 41].
A monitoring service, on the other hand, is usually designed to monitor the status of a specific type of Grid
resources or Grid applications. Most monitoring services are optimized to produce and process frequently changing,
dynamic information collected from Grid subsystems or applications [64, 46]. Several monitoring systems, provide
also filtering and statistical processing modules that produce and publish “summary” information about the monitored
resources.
Grid-related information is also collected and maintained by a variety of Grid-middleware sub-systems or Gridapplication components, besides GIS and monitoring services: job management information is typically maintained
by resource brokers, workflow engines, logging servers, etc. Information about data repositories can be found in
data-grid services, such as replica catalogues, virtual file systems, and application-specific data archives. The different
information sources described above employ a variety of data models, formats, and encodings for the storage of
information. Some of them, also make their data available to third-parties (i.e., to other services, administrators or
end-users) by providing support for binding, discovery, and lookup through a variety of protocols and query models.

3.1 Grid Information Services
3.1.1 Globus
MDS2.x: The information services of Globus 2 [43] are provided by the Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS2.x)
(formely known also as Metacomputing Directory Service) [35, 41]. The goal of MDS2.x is to allow users to query
for resources by name and/or by attribute, such as type, availability or load. Such queries could be of the sort of
CoreGRID TR-0009
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“Find a set of Grid nodes that have a total memory of at least 1TB and are interconnected by networks providing a
bandwidth of at least 1MB/sec” or “Find a set of nodes that provide access to a given software package, have a certain
computational capacity, and cost no more than x,” and so on. The implementation of MDS2.x is based on distributed
Directories and the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [57, 60, 63].
Under the MDS2.x approach, information about resources on the Grid is extracted by “information providers,” i.e.,
software programs that collect and organize information from individual Grid entities. Information providers extract
information either by executing local operations or contacting third-party information sources, such as the Network
Weather Service [62] and SNMP. Extracted information is organized according to the LDAP data model in LDIF
format and uploaded into LDAP-based servers of the Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS) [14, 60]. GRIS is a
configurable framework provided by Globus for deploying core information providers and integrating new ones.
GRIS servers support the Grid Information Protocol (GRIP), an LDAP-based protocol for discovery, enquiry
and communication [35]. GRIS servers can register themselves to aggregate directories, the Grid Index Information
Services (GIIS). To this end, they use a soft-state registration protocol called Grid Registration Protocol (GRRP). A
GIIS can reply to queries issued in GRIP. Moreover, a GIIS can register with other GIIS’s, thus creating a hierarchy of
aggregate directory servers. End-users can address queries to GIIS’s using the GRIP protocol.
MDS3: The Information Services of Globus have been re-designed in the context of the Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3.2)
release, which represents a first implementation of the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) [44]. Under OGSA
and Globus 3, everything is represented as a persistent or a transient Grid service; a Grid service is a Web service that
complies to certain interface and behavioral conventions. Grid-service interfaces correspond to the portType concept
of the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and are used to manage the lifetime of Grid-service instances.
Every Grid service has a particular set of associated service data, the Service Data Elements [8], which are represented
in a standardized way.
The MDS3 component of Globus 3 is a broad framework that includes “any part of GT3 that generates, registers,
indexes, aggregates, subscribes, monitors, queries, or displays Service Data Elements in some way” [7]. At the core
of MDS3 lies the Index Service, which is one of the base services of GT3.2. The Index Service of MDS3 provides
the functionality of the MDS2.x GIIS, wrapped around a Grid-service interface. In particular, the Index supports:
(i) the creation and management of dynamic service data via service-data provider programs; (ii) the aggregation of
service data from multiple Grid service instances, and (iii) the registration of multiple Grid service instances. The
contents of the Index Service can be accessed by the GT3.2 Service Data Browser. Index Service contents can also be
queried through a command-line interface that allows queries based on service-data element names or through XPath
expressions.
Both MDS2 and MDS3 do not specify how entities are associated with information providers and directories,
what kinds of information must be extracted from complex entities, and how different indexes can be combined into
complex hierarchies. Another important issue is whether information regarding Grid entities that is stored in MDS
directories or XML repositories is amenable to effective indexing. Finally, as the Grid scales to a large federation
of numerous dispersed resources, resource discovery and classification become a challenging problem [49, 36]. In
contrast to the Web, there is no global, distributed and simple view of the Grid’s structure that could be employed to
drive resource discovery and optimize replies to user queries.
3.1.2 UNICORE
The UNICORE Grid system is a set of vertically integrated software components designed to support the creation,
manipulation, and control of complex batch jobs dispatched to heterogeneous systems, including supercomputers [39].
The UNICORE software architecture comprises the UNICORE client, the Gateway, the Network Job Supervisor, and
the Target System Interface [39]. The definition of a UNICORE job and its resource requirements are represented as
an Abstract Job Object (AJO), which is a collection of serialized and signed Java classes. The AJO is submitted by
a UNICORE client to a selected UNICORE site through the Gateway component associated with that site; typically,
one site comprises several Target Systems. The Gateway passes the AJO to a Network Job Supervisor (NJS) of a
selected Target System. The NJS translates the Abstract Job into a specific batch job for the associated Target System
(a process called “incarnation”); to this end, it consults its Incarnation Database (IDB) that contains information about
Target System resources and how to run jobs on them. Furthermore, the NJS uses static information about a Target
System’s resources in order to make sure that the requested resources are available and comply to the TS’s policies of
use. A NJS can also operate as a workflow engine by passing sub-AJOs to the NJS’ of peer systems. More elaborate
resource brokerage is provided by the EuroGrid resource broker, which was developed in the context of the EuroGrid
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project [4]. The EuroGrid broker extends NJS with a Local Resource Checker that checks the availability of resources
on a particular site or delegates checks to broker agents at remote sites [32].
In summary, the information service functionality of UNICORE is provided in part through the Network Job Supervisor and the EuroGrid broker. UNICORE users have indirect access to this functionality through the Job Preparation
Agent and the Job Monitor Controller of the UNICORE client. Information about resources and jobs, however, is
neither readily available to third-party systems nor is it stored in an open format. These issues have been partly addressed in the context of the GRIP project [10, 40], which has investigated the interoperability between UNICORE and
Globus. The GRIP project has developed a broker that can contact both the EuroGrid broker and Globus information
services in order to locate and reserve resources for job execution across Grid infrastructures established upon Globus
2 and UNICORE. GRIP has also integrated Grid services into UNICORE [51], publishing resource information stored
in NJS and IDB through Grid-service interfaces.
3.1.3 R-GMA
R-GMA is a framework that combines monitoring and information services based on the relational model [17, 34]. It
has been built in the context of the EU DataGrid project and implements the Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA)
proposed by the Global Grid Forum. In brief, GMA models the information infrastructure of the Grid using three
core types of components: (i) producers provide information; (ii) consumers request information; (iii) a single registry
mediates the communication between producers and consumers [17, 64].
R-GMA implements two special properties comparing to GMA. Consumers and producers handle the registry in
a transparent way; thus, anyone using R-GMA to supply or receive information does not need to know about the
registry. In addition, all the information appears as one large relational database and can be queried as such. In the
current implementation, the database is not distributed.
R-GMA can be used as a standalone Grid Information service, assuming information providers and consumers use
the R-GMA APIs. Some tools are available to support MDS2 information providers and consumers at the expense of
performance. Although the system has the potential for scalability, this remains to be demonstrated.

3.2 Grid Monitoring Systems
In order for Grid Information Services to address user’s needs in locating resources of interest, they must collect
information regarding the status of grid resources; this process is known as monitoring. A number of Grid monitoring
systems are available to provide support with a variety of interesting to monitor entities. A detailed presentation of
those systems is beyond the scope of this paper. For this purpose, we refer to a recently published taxonomy of
such systems [64], which was based on the Grid Monitoring Architecture put forward by the Global Grid Forum to
encourage discussion and implementations. The taxonomy is based on the system’s provision of GMA components
and classifies systems in four levels. The most interesting findings from this study, which are also pertinent to the
scope of this paper, are that existing systems tend to have overlapping functionality, interoperability problems, while
the issue of scalability does not appear to be well addressed; some preliminary work towards a scalable monitoring
framework for a worldwide Grid has been presented in [65].

3.3 Grid Job Management Systems and Logging Services
The submission of a computational job to the Grid requires the description of information about that job’s requirements
in terms of required resources (e.g., number of processors, main memory), the location of files, etc. Currently, a number
of languages for submitting computational jobs to resources exist: the Globus Resource Specification Language (RSL),
Condor’s ClassAds, and the EU-DataGrid Job Description Language (JDL). In order to facilitate interoperability,
efforts are currently underway, by the JSDL Working Group of Grid Forum, to define an abstract standard language
(the JDSL), which would encompass the common functionalities of a number of widely used batch systems [12].
Summary information about jobs submitted to and running on the Grid are collected and maintained by services,
such as the Logging and Book-keeping Service (LB) developed by the European DataGrid project [6]. Logging data
provide summary information about jobs submitted to the Grid. Book-keeping information is dynamic and represents
the current state of a running job. The architecture of DataGrid’s LB sevice comprises local deamons (local loggers),
which are responsible for accepting messages from Resource Brokers and Job Managers via a producer API, and
for passing those messages down to an inter-logger process. The inter-logger forwards logging messages to the
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book-keeping and logging servers for storage and publication. Event messages of the LB service are encoded in the
Universal Logger Message format [23]. LB information is presented as attribute-value pairs. Logging and bookkeeping information describes things such as identifications of users and jobs, running jobs, input and output data, job
state, and required resources.

3.4 Data and Metadata Services
Managing the vast amounts of data sets that are handled by several applications may imply the existence of some
structured data management support mechanisms and/or some metadata or other descriptive information about the
data. Different types of metadata may exist: some metadata may describe physical properties of the data objects or
even of the databases that may be used; other metadata may describe content (often by means of an ontology) that
allows data to be interpreted; other metadata may describe provenance. Work on data and metadata services only now
begins to emerge. Ongoing work by the OGSA-DAI project [16] has led to the development of a Grid-enabled database
service to provide consistent access to database metadata and to interact with databases on the Grid; this service has
been used by OGSA-DQP a service-based distributed query processor for the Grid [20]. In other work, a Metadata
Catalog Service to store and access descriptive metadata has been presented in [56], while a Replica Location Service
for metadata information related to data replication has been presented in [33].

4 Information Modeling
The information sources described in the previous section do not follow a standard model or a common schema for
organizing and representing information. Consequently, it is difficult to establish the interoperation between different
Grid platforms. Moreover, the lack of common information models and standards makes it practically impossible
to achieve the automated retrieval of resources, services, software, and data, and the orchestration thereof into Grid
work-flows that lead to the solution of complex problems.
The need to have common, platform-independent standards for representing Grid-related information has been
recognized and is currently the subject of a number of projects and working groups. These efforts have been triggered
primarily by the need to enable the interoperability between large, heterogeneous infrastructures [10], and by the
emergence of Open Grid Services [42, 44].

4.1 Standardizing resource information
One of the earliest efforts in that direction came from the DataTAG [2], iVDGL [11], Globus [7], and the DataGrid [6] projects, which collaborated to agree upon a uniform description of Grid resources. This effort resulted
to the Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment (GLUE) schema, which comprises a set of information specifications
for Grid resources that are expected to be discoverable and subject to monitoring [25]. GLUE represents an ontology that captures key aspects of the Grid architecture adopted by large Grid infrastructures deployed by projects like
DataGrid [6], CrossGrid [5], the Large Hadron Collider Computing Grid (LCG) [13], and EGEE [3]. GLUE uses
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) to describe the structure of its ontology. Information about GLUE entities is
encoded in terms of named objects comprising attribute-value pairs that describe properties of the supported entities
(e.g., the URI of a service, a unique ID of a resource, applicable quotas in resource use). Objects are distinguished
into auxiliary, which carry actual information, and structural, which act as containers for other objects. Currently, the
GLUE schema has been mapped into three different data models: LDAP, relational, and XML [24]. These models
have been adopted respectively by several deployments of MDS2.x, RGM-A, and MDS3, in projects like DataGrid,
LCG0, and LCG1 [21].
The GLUE ontology distinguishes two classes of entities: system resources and services that give access to system
resources. Information about system resources is organized hierarchically and supports the following entities: clusters,
sub-clusters, and nodes. Hosts are individual computer nodes providing processing power. Clusters are collections
of hosts belonging to the same administrative domain (site) and linked together through a local-area network. Subclusters are sub-sets of homogeneous hosts that belong to the same cluster [9]. GLUE v1.1 includes also entities for
physical and logical storage space: Storage Libraries are computers that make storage devices accessible to the Grid
(disks, tapes, etc.). Storage hosted on a storage library is organized as a collection of logical Storage Spaces; each
Storage Space has its own policies of use and access [9]. The GLUE specification includes also two service entities
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representing the Computing and the Storage Element services of the DataGrid architecture that provide access to
respective system resources. The Computing Element represents the entry point into a queueing system that is attached
to some cluster. The Storage Element handles file transfers in and out of some Storage Space, using communication
protocols like GridFTP [9].
Development and revisions of the GLUE schema continue in the context of the EGEE project [3], focusing primarily on issues such as the definition of an entity describing generic services, the clarification of storage resource
attributes, the representation of relationships between Computing and Storage Elements, and the representation of
network resources.

4.2 Standardizing job-related information
Going beyond the standardization of resources and services, a number of recent efforts are trying to devise common
information representations for the structure and the status of jobs running on Grids. For example, the Job Submission Description Language Workgroup of the GGF (JSDL-WG) [12] develops the specification of the Job Submission
Description Language, an XML Schema for describing computational batch jobs and their required execution environments. Ideally, batch jobs described with JSDL will be submitted to a computational Grid of heterogeneous batch
systems that can translate to and from this abstract standard language. JSDL documents will include all information
that is needed by a Grid job submission system, such as the resource requirements of a batch job, the locations of its
input and output files, the techniques used for staging those files, and basic dependencies between jobs [26].
Another effort, led by the CIM Grid Schema Workgroup of the GGF [1], seeks to standardize the information
that could be published by Grid schedulers about the characteristics and status of Grid jobs submitted for execution.
This workgroup has adopted the Common Information Schema (CIM) of the Distributed Management Task Force’s
(DTMF). CIM is a conceptual information model introduced by the DTMF to facilitate the management of complex, multi-vendor, heterogeneous systems, networks, applications, and services [38]. CIM uses an object-oriented
modeling approach to describe the contents and structure of an ontology of IT elements in terms of objects, classes,
properties, methods, and associations. It consists of a specification that describes a modeling language and syntax for
defining “real-world” managed objects (the Managed Object Format), a management schema for managed objects, a
protocol that encapsulates CIM syntax and schema to provide access to those objects, and a compliance document
for interoperability between vendor implementations. Based on CIM v.2.8, the GGF CIM workgroup of GGF has
proposed a Job Submission Interface Model (JSIM) to describe the structure and attributes of batch jobs that run on
Grid infrastructures [58].
Finally, the need to provide basic Grid-job accounting and resource usage information in a common format is
addressed by the Usage Record (UR-WG) [18] and the Resource Usage Service (RUS-WG) [19] workgroups of the
GGF. These workgroups have started working towards the proposal of XML schemas that will describe accounting
information in a general, platform-independent, way.

4.3 Semantic Modeling
Because of the lack of a global schema for Grid information, several researchers are investigating the application of
semantic Web technologies as an alternative for bridging the gap that exists between infrastructures with incompatible
information schemas. One of the earlier efforts came from the GRid Interoperability Project (GRIP) [10]; GRIP
introduces two ontologies representing the structure and attributes of UNICORE and GLUE resources, respectively.
These ontologies are described in XML and fed into a tool that supports the semi-automatic association between the
two ontologies. This association is used for the mapping of resource requests to hardware resources that belong to
Globus and UNICORE infrastructures [31].
A similar approach for the development of an ontology-based resource matchmaker is described in [59]. The
system comprises a matchmaker, which consists of three components: (i) an ontologies component, which represents
the domain model and the vocabulary for expressing resource advertisements and resource requests; (ii) a domain
background knowledge component containing rules that express axioms, which cannot be expressed with an ontology
language; (iii) a set of matchmaking rules, which define the matching constraints between requests and resources and
are expressed in a rule-based language. An ontology editor is used for the development of three domain ontologies
for resources, requests, and applicable policies; these ontologies are described with the RDF-Schema specification of
W3C [29]. Matchmaking is conducted with the help of a deductive database [59].
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Semantic Web technologies have been proposed as a platform for the discovery of information about software
and services deployed on the Grid. An early approach comes from the ICENI project in UK, which focuses on
the semantic matching between Grid services and service requests in an autonomic computing context, even when
requests and resources are syntactically incompatible [48]. To this end, the ICENI project proposes the concept of a
metadata space [48]. This is an environment distinguished from the space of Grid services and resource requests. The
metadata space hosts Grid-related semantic metadata, published and discovered through standard protocols. Published
metadata can be classified into: (i) implementation metadata, extracted from semantic annotations of Grid services
(resources); (ii) requirements metadata, which describe the semantics of resource requirements and are extracted
from semantic annotations attached to resource requests; and (iii) ontologies describing the inferences that can take
place during matchmaking. Semantic annotations are described in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [54] and
are attached manually to the programming interfaces of Grid-service implementation codes. The operation of the
metadata space is supported by meta-services providing semantic matching and service adaptation capabilities. Service
adaptation refers to the automatic adaptation of a Grid service’s output to the requirements of a semantically matched
but syntactically incompatible resource request. The ICENI approach is demonstrated in the case of a very simple
adaptation scenario [48].
The discovery and matching of bioinformatics workflows deployed on the Grid is the goal of the my Grid project [15].
my Grid provides mechanisms for the search and discovery of pre-existing workflows based on their functionality
(“task-oriented” or “construction-time” discovery), on the kind and format of their input data (“data-driven” discovery), or on the type and format of their output data (“result-driven” discovery). To make workflows discoverable,
my Grid introduces the workflow executive summary, a workflow-specific collection of metadata represented in an
XML Schema. The executive summary describes: (i) the function performed by a workflow, expressed in the terminology of my Grid’s application domain (biology); (ii) the type (syntax) of a workflow’s input and output data; (iii) the
activities that compose a workflow and their descriptions; (iv) factual information about a workflow (its name, owner
organization, location, etc.); (v) provenance information such as the workflow’s author and its history [53]. Metadata
belonging to the workflow executive summary include: (i) mandatory descriptions of the workflow’s definition (e.g, its
URI address, its script, its invocation interface, the types of its input and output data); (ii) optional syntactic descriptions about the format encoding of the workflow’s input and output data, and (iii) optional conceptual descriptions of
the workflow’s characteristics. Workflow executive summary information is encoded in RDF with additional pointers
to semantic descriptions described in OWL [54].
Two key modules in the my Grid system architecture are the registry and the semantic find component. my Grid’s
registry is designed to accept and store workflow descriptions, in accordance to the UDDI specification [22]. Furthermore, it supports the annotation of stored workflows with conceptual metadata [52]. my Grid’s semantic find
component is responsible for executing OWL queries upon the conceptual metadata attached to the workflow descriptions stored in my Grid’s registry. Each time the semantic-find component receives notifications about metadata newly
added to the registry, it updates accordingly an index with metadata descriptions. This index is used for fast replies to
semantic queries. Alternatively, it can invoke a description-logic reasoner to answer semantic queries.

5 Discussion and Problem statement
The means used for representing and publishing resource information, in typical Grid middleware like Globus or
UNICORE, do not aim to support sophisticated, user-customized queries or allow the user to decide from a number
of different options. Instead, they are tied to the job submission needs within the particular environment. As we move
towards a fully deployed Grid — with a massive and ever-expanding base of computing and storage nodes, network
resources, and a huge corpus of available programs, services, data, and logs — providing an effective service related
to the availability, the characteristics, and the usage of Grid resources can be expected to be a challenging and complex
task.
As discussed earlier, efforts to address this problem are focusing on the development and standardization of information schemas (mainly defined in XML or RDF) for the description of Grid-related information. Such schemas,
however, often overlap in scope and there is a clear need to re-use existing or emerging standards. Most standardization efforts, however, are still at a very early stage of development and are not adopted by new middleware systems
that emerge with an increasing pace. Therefore, it is practically impossible to materialize the vision of a widely established collection of mutually compatible schemas for encoding Grid-related information. On the other hand, the
use of Semantic Web technologies (ontologies, rule-based reasoning and semantic matching) faces known scalability
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limitations, although it enables the resolution of complex queries upon information bases spanning across syntactically
incompatible infrastructures. Finally, if we draw from the WWW experience, the identification of interesting resources
has proven to be very hard in the presence of too many dynamically changing resources without well-defined rules for
classifying the degree of relevance and interest of a given resource for a particular user.
Searching for information and services on the Web typically involves navigation from already known resources,
browsing through Web directories that classify a part of the Web (like Yahoo!), or submitting a query to search engines [27]. In the context of the Grid, one can easily envisage scenarios where users may have to ‘shop around’ for
solutions that satisfy their requirements best, use simultaneously different middlewares (which employ different ways
to publish resource information), or consider additional information (such as, historical or statistical information) in
choosing an option. The vision of this paper is that search engine technology, as has been developed for the WWW, can
be used as a starting point to create a high-level interface that would add value to the capabilities provided by the underlying middleware. The integration of data discovered in and retrieved by those sources can help in the establishment
and maintenance of knowledge bases for the Grid that could provide answers to various end-user queries.

5.1 Open Issues
A search engine for resource discovery on the Grid would need to address issues more complex and challenging than
those dealt with on the Web. These issues are further elaborated below.
Resource Naming and Representation
The majority of searchable resources on the World-Wide Web are text-based entities (Web pages) encoded in HTML
format. These entities can be identified and addressed under a common, universal naming scheme (URI). In contrast,
there is a wide diversity of searchable “entities” on the Grid with different functionalities, roles, semantics, representations: hardware resources, sensors, network links, services, data repositories, software components, patterns of
software composition, descriptions of programs, best practices of problem solving, people, historical data of resource
usage, virtual organizations. Currently, there is no common, universal naming scheme for Grid entities.
In MDS, Grid entities are represented as instances of “object classes” following the hierarchical information
schemas defined by the Grid Object Specification Language (GOS) in line with LDAP information schemas [57].
Each MDS object class is assigned an optional object identifier (OID) that complies to specifications of the Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority, a description clause, and a list of attributes [14]. The MDS data model, however, is
not powerful enough to express the different kinds of information and metadata produced by a running Grid environment, the semantic relationships between various entities of the Grid, the dynamics of Virtual Organizations, etc.
Therefore, relational schemas, XML and RDF are investigated as alternative approaches for the representation of Grid
entities [37, 61, 47]. Moreover, the use of a universal naming scheme, along with appropriate mapping mechanisms
to interpret the resource description convention used by different middlewares, would allow a search engine for the
Grid to provide high-level information services regarding resources of different independent Grids that may be based
on different middlewares.
Resource Discovery and Retrieval
Web search engines rely on Web crawlers for the retrieval of resources from the World-Wide Web. Collected resources
are stored in repositories and processed to extract indices used for answering user queries [27]. Typically, crawlers
start from a carefully selected set of Web pages (a seed list) and try to “visit” the largest possible subset of the
World-Wide Web in a given time-frame crossing administrative domains, retrieving and indexing interesting/useful
resources [27, 66]. To this end, they traverse the directed graph of the World-Wide Web following edges of the
graph, which correspond to hyperlinks that connect together its nodes, i.e., the Web pages. During such a traversal
(crawl), a crawler employs the HTTP protocol to discover and retrieve Web resources and rudimentary metadata from
Web-server hosts. Additionally, crawlers use the Domain Name Service (DNS) for domain-name resolution.
The situation is fundamentally different on the Grid: Grid entities are very diverse and can be accessed through
different service protocols. Therefore, a Grid crawler following the analogy of its Web counterpart should be able to
discover and lookup all Grid entities, “speaking” the corresponding protocols and transforming collected information
under a common schema amenable to indexing. Clearly, an implementation of such an approach faces many complexities due to the large heterogeneity of Grid entities, the existence of many Grid platforms adopting different protocols,
etc.
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Definition and Management of Relationships
Web-page links represent implicit semantic relationships between interlinked Web pages. Search engines employ
these relationships to improve the accuracy and relevance of their replies, especially when keyword-based searching
produces very large numbers of “relevant” Web pages. To this end, search engines maintain large indices capturing the
graph structure of the Web and use them to mine semantic relationships between Web resources, drive large crawls,
rate retrieved resources, etc. [30, 27].
The nature of relationships between Grid entities and the representation thereof, are issues that have not been
addressed in depth in the Grid literature. Organizing information about Grid resources information in hierarchical
directories like MDS implies the existence of parent-child relationships. Limited extensions to these relationships are
provided with cross-hierarchy links (references). However, traversing those links during query execution or indexing
can be costly [55]. Alternatively, relationships can be represented through the relational models proposed to describe
Grid monitoring data [37].
These approaches, however, do not provide the necessary generality, scalability and extensibility required in the
context of a Grid search engine coping with user-queries upon a Grid-space with millions of diverse entities. For
instance, a directory is not an ideal structure for capturing and representing the transient and dynamic relationships
that arise in the Grid context. Furthermore, an MDS directory does not capture the composition patterns of software
components employed in emerging Grid applications or the dependencies between software components and datasets [28, 50]. In such cases, a Search Engine must be able to “mine” interesting relationships from monitoring data
and/or metadata stored in the Grid middleware. Given that a Grid search engine is expected to be used primarily to
provide summary information and hints, it should also have additional support for collecting and mining historical
data, identifying patterns of use, persistent relationships, etc.
The Complexity of Queries and Query Results
The basic paradigm supported by Search Engines to locate WWW resources is based on traditional information retrieval mechanisms, i.e., keyword-based search and simple boolean expressions. This functionality is supported by
indices and dictionaries created and maintained at the back-end of a search engine with the help of information retrieval techniques. Querying for Grid resources must be more powerful and flexible. To this end, we need more
expressive query languages, that support compositional queries over extensible schemas [37]. Moreover, we need to
employ techniques combining information-retrieval and data-mining algorithms to build proper indexes that will enable the extrapolation of semantic relationships between resources and the effective execution of user queries. Given
that the expected difficulty of queries ranges from that of very small enquiries to requests requiring complicated joins,
intelligent-agent interfaces are required to help users formulate queries and the search engine to compute efficiently
those queries. Of equal importance is the presentation of query results within a representative conceptual context of
the Grid, so that users can navigate within the complex space of query results via simple interfaces and mechanisms
of low cognitive load.

6 Conclusions
The motivation for the ideas described in this paper stems from the need to provide effective information services to
the users of the envisaged massive Grid. The main challenges of a Grid Search Engine, as it is envisaged, are expected
to revolve around the following issues: (i) The provision of a high-level, platform-independent, user-oriented tool that
can be used to retrieve a variety of Grid resource-related information in a large Grid setting, which may consist of a
number of platforms possibly using different middlewares. (ii) The standardization of different approaches to view
resources in the Grid and their relationships, thereby enhancing the understanding of Grids. (iii) The development of
appropriate data management techniques to cope with a large diversity of information.
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